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Students are introduced to the fundamental
relationship between electricity and
magnetism by investigating the intenction
between a compass and a simple electrical
circuit

The students

.PREPAP*T+*

Make a copy of Activity Sheet 7 for each
nt.

@:":* to cut one p of enamel-
about 2.1 ft) in tength for

ents will need a

each team d

Each team
batte
the

F observe the effect that a wire with electric
current flowing through it has on a
compass

p' infer a relationship between electric current
and magnetism

SEHED[ILE
About 4o minutes

V(}CABE'LARY

electromagnetism

ffiATEREAIS

BACKGRGU tr D I !\I FGRflIATIOru
In the years leading up to the eighteenth
century many people spent their lives tryins to )
solve the mystery of magnetism. Then oiniifr \ /
physicist Hans Christian Oersted made a _,-Y
puzzling discovery: a connection between / \
magnetism and etectricity-e lectromag netism!

It is worth noting that Oersted was not
working in a laboratory when he made his
famous discovery. Rather, he was teaching at
the time, trying to prove to his students that
magnetism and electricity were not related. As
a"classroom demonstrat ion, he placed a
compass next to an electrical circuit and
switc ed on the current. To everyone,s
surprise, the compass needle moveq.HII mderials

uitl be f eady
in *he lab, 

r
..rr 1i

A magnetic field is created when electr.ic
current flows through a wire. This activitv
focuses on detecting this magnetic field using
a c0mpa55.

*provided by the teacher
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v AEtivlty Sheet 7

A Different Kind of Magnet
i. Dlaw the direction and amount of denedlon of the compiFs needle

wilh one loop ofwire.

.rft. Deflection may be in

/ \.4 \ opposite directibn.
I , A I
t f f i t
\ v.i ./

2. Draw the direction and amount of deflection of the conrpass needle
with 11 loops of wke.

-/^. Derlection may be in

/t, L \ oPPosite direction'

f 'A I
\ W':. /
\l/

3. Why did the compass needle deflect farther?

As more loops ofwire wete added to the coi[. the
magnetic f ield aroUnd the coil got stronger.

4 Reverse th€ battery in the battery holder. Drdw the dlredlon and
amount of d€flection ofthe(ompass needle.

Deflection may be in
opposite direction.

Additlonal Information

Have the students use the emery ctoth to
sand off about 2.5 cm (r in.) of the enamel

' coating from each end ofthe wire.

Have the students form a loop in the center of
the enamel-coated wire by wrapping it once
around their finger. Tell them to place the
compass on the edge of a nonmetal l ic table
so that the compass needle is perpendicutar
to the edge of the table.

Now have them approach the compass with
the loop of wire, as shown in Figure ro-r. Asl<,
Does the compass react to the loop of wire?

Ge nexl fye)

The compass needle will not reoct to the
wire.

table. Divide
6mber from each team

of enamel-coated
and two clips,

uare of emery cloth, and a cd
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After students have finished setting up their
batteries, tell them to attach the free end of
the wire to the other clip and approach the
compass with the loop of wire. Ask, What
happened to the compass needle when you
approached it with the wire loop this time?

Distribute Activity Sheet 7 to each student.
Have the students conduct the test again, but
tell them this time to pay special attention to
how far and in which direction the needle is
deflected. or turned aside. Ask them to record
their observations on their activitv sheets.

experiment?

Write electromagnetism on the board. Explain
!o the students that electromagnetism is
magnetism that is created when electric
current flows through a wire. A magnetic field
exists around a wire that has electric current
flowing through it.

Have a member of each team wrap ten more
loops of wire around his or her finger.

Now tetl each team to connect the free end of
the wire to the clip to complete the electrical
connection. Have them approach the compass
with the loops of wire. Remind them to record
on their activity sheets how far and in which
direction the compass needle is deflected.

Additional lnft irmatlon

Most students will be astonished to find that
the compass needle moves.

lntroduce the word deflection to describe
the way the temporary magnet causes the
needle to turn aside.

electric current flowing through the wire
created a magnetic field around the wire.

their observatlons on rnerr actrvrty sheets. 
,___ $nfO 

e[1
Ask, What can you infer from the results of / Students should infer that the movement of
this experiment? ' the compass needle indicates that the
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Ask, Was the needle deflected farther this
time?

Ask, What do you think migtrt happen if the
electfic current- suddenly began fiowing in
the opposite direction?

Tell the students to change the direction of
th.e electric cunent by disconnecting the
wires from the clips and turning the battery
and battery holder r8oo. One team membei .
should hold the wire steady to ensure that it \
does not get rotated or reversed in the \
process. Have the students reconnect the \
wires and conduct the experiment again. )
noting the direct ion and the amount of , /
deflect ion ofthe compass needle this t ime.'
Have them record their observations on their
activity sheets.

Ask, What happened when you reversed the
battery?

Tell students that in the next activity they will
c0ntinue to explore the connection between
electricity and magnetism.

, Addit ionat Information

Students should be able to see the
relationship between the number of wire
loops and how far the needle is deflected.

Suggest that teams find out what happens
by experinenting with a change in the
direction of current flow.

Each end of the wire should now be attached
to a different end of the battery

Students should notice that the compass
needle was deflected about as far as before,
but in the opposite direction.

R

ffiEtruF0ReEftnErur
lf students are still skeptical that electric
current creates a magnetic field, have them
compare how the compass reacted in this
activity with how the compass reacts to one
of the magnets from the kit .

$eanr,oem !@E RruAt.s
H.ave students place their completed activity
sheets in their science journa[s.

flmEroue
Disconnect the wires from both ends of the
batteries, but leave the remaining battery
setups for use in Activity 11. Return the
emery cloths to the kit.
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The studenG leamed
about to build an
electromagneL They also investigate hctors
that affuct the strength of their etecbomagnet

The students

F construct an etectromagnet using a battery,
a nail, and coits of wire

F use an etectromagnet to attract magnetic
materials

p vary the strength of their electromagnet

scffiEtsULE
About 45 minutes

V@CABULARV

electromagnet
fenous

MATERNALS

Activity Sheet 8

pass

nail ,  i ron
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ke a copy of Activity Sheet 8 for each

Each group ents will need the

a compass, an
nty-five paper clips.

PREPARATE(}ru

BAEK6R@U ffi H} ! MF@RffiATN@ru

An electromagnef usually consists of wire
wound around a fenous (iron-containing)
core. When electric current passes through
the wire, the ferrous core becomes a magnet,
complete with poles and a magnetic field. The
strength of an electromagnet depends upon
the amount of electr ic current and the number
of coils of wire wrapped around the core. The
more coils, the stronger the electromagnet.

Because the ferrous core loses its magnetic
field when the electric current stops flowing
(when the circuit is turned offl, electromagnets
can be used in relays, switches, and motors.
Because oftheir sttength and the fuct that they
can be turned on and off, electromagnets ptay
an extremely important role in a wide range of
technologicaI devices.



V Activity Sheet 8

Making an Electromagnet

llumher of colti tlunbarofc[Ds plck d up

Possible answers: 1

1

3o 1

5o

5o

7O 10

8o

9o 14

t6
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Divide the class into teams of four and
distribute a battery setup and wire, an iron
nail ,  a compass, and z5 paper cl ips to each f
team. Have the students construct their
electromagnet by wrapping ro coils of wire
aro un d the iron nai l .

Distribute a copy of Activity Sheet 8 to each
student. Tell the students to connect the ends
of the wire to the battery and to begin testing
tfie electromagnet (see Figure tr-r). Remind
them to record on the activity sheet the
number of paper cl ips their electromagnet ".
oicked up.

Begin wrapping the wire about zo cm (8 in)
from one end of the wire, leaving enough
wire to connect to the battery The wire
should be wropped in the same direction,
and the coils should not overlap.

Tell students not to hook any clips over
tiD or the head of the nail. Remind them
to keep the electromaqnef connecfealdTE.

-battervffi

sMt!

L Figurc n-L Pickil'g'up paper clips,,,with an electromagnet-
: . , . . . i . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . -

Tell  students to disccinnect one end ofthe I
wire from the battery; inir€ase.the numher of I
wraps of wire around the nai l  to'zo, and I
repeat the experiment to see how many paper '  i
clips can be picked up now. Remind *rerir to I
record their data on their activity sheets. . .

Tel l  them to continue adding wraps of wire in i
groups of ro until they have a total of roo.
Remind them to record their observations
after each trial.,

Ask, ls there a relationship between the
strength of an electromagnet and the
number of coils of wire?

Tell students to slide the coils toward the
nail head, squeezing them together to make
room for rco coils.

Yes. As the number of coils increases, the
strcngth of the electromagnet also increoses.
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Now instruct the students to disconnect the
wire from the battery. Ask, What happens to
the nai[?

Have the students turn the current on and off
severaltimes by alternately connecting and'i 
diigon necting t'he wire and battery, an-d hav.

; 
'them observe what happens to the nail's
' ability to pick up paper clips. Then ask, How
does an elechomagnet differ from the other
magnets we have studied?

Have the students reconnect the wire to the
battery but remove the iron nail from the
etectromagnet and try to pick up paper clips
with just the coil of wire. Ask, What happened
when you tried to pick up paper clips with
.the coil of.wire after the iron nail was -
removed?

do you think you got the results
did?

Explain that an electromagnet needs a
ferrous core.

Ask, Why
that you

Tell students that combining a ferrous core
and an electric current to make a magnet that
can be turned on and off has had an
important impact on our society. Give
students a moment to think ofwhat thev
might be able to do with a magnet that ian
be turned on and off. Then explain to them
that the on/off combination of a magnet and
electric current is the basis of the electric
motor found in the many appliances they use
every oav.

When the electric current stops flowing
through the wire coil, the nail loses ifs
magnetism and the paper clips are no longer
attrccted to the nail.

\,

Students should realize that an electrollnet
has magnetic properties only when electric
cunent is flowing through the wire coils.

It is extremely doubtful that any student will
be able to pick up even one paper clip with' just the coil of wire and no ferrctis core:'

Some may suggest that the magnetism is
not working. Have them use their compass
to check for a magnetic freld. They may then
suggest that although the connected wire
coil produced a magnetic force, it simply was
not strong enough to pick up a paper clip.

,dt;\
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